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iPega PG-P4022B wireless controller / GamePad PS4 touchpad
The  iPega  PG-P4022B  GamePad  will  delight  you  with  its  smooth  operation  and  modern  design.  It  has  a  6-axis  gyroscope  and  a  dual
vibration motor  that  generates vibrations and deepens the immersion during gaming.  Built-in  touchpad,  2  programmable buttons and
built-in speaker are additional advantages of the presented model.
 
Functionality above all
The  iPega  PG-P4022B  wireless  controller  is  designed  to  maximize  immersion  during  gameplay.  The  dual  vibration  engine  generates
vibrations synchronized with on-screen events and allows you to get even more into the game. Also noteworthy is the 6-axis gyroscope,
thanks to which the controller ensures accuracy and precision.
 
More possibilities
Defeating opponents with the PG-P4022B will be even easier. Just use the 2 programmable buttons on the bottom of the controller and
assign them functions according to your needs. What's more, the product is equipped with a practical touchpad, which will provide you
with excellent precision and fluidity - useful for FPS-type games, among others.
 
Wide compatibility
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The  controller  is  capable  of  operating  in  many  system  environments.  You  will  successfully  use  it  for  PlayStation  3  and  PlayStation  4
games, PC and mobile devices running iOS 13 (or later). Opt for a combination of versatility and functionality - no compromises!
 
Manufacturer
iPega
Model
PG-P4022B
Color
Purple
Connection
Bluetooth
Bluetooth version
3.0
Bluetooth range
8 m
Battery capacity
500 mAh
Operating current
< 70mA
Operating voltage
DC 3.7V
Input voltage
DC 5V
Input current
< 300mA
Operating time on a single charge
8 - 10 h
Charging time
Approx. 3 h
Charging port
USB-C
Number of programmable buttons
2
Touchpad
YES
Vibration
YES
Built-in speaker
YES
3.5mm jack audio input
YES
Compatibility
PS3 / PS4, PC (wired), iOS 13.0 and above

Preço:

€ 21.50
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Jogos, Gaming controllers
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